Ignition devices
Lighting up Innovation

Proven leader in the industrial ignition industry, Tesi manufactures a unique
range of high energy, high voltage and portable ignition systems assuring
ignition in any conditions, supplying major petrochemical players worldwide.
Tesi is a globally renowned company and a proven leader in the ignition industry.
We design and manufacture best in class ignition systems for gas, oil, coal and multi-fuel burners, supplying major petrochemical,
chemical and energy players at a worldwide level with state of the art devices.
Relying on more than 30 years of expertise
systems, electrodes and spark plugs. Our mission is to provide our customers with the most suitable solutions, specially designed
.

High Energy ignition systems assure easy ignition in any condition,
providing the following advantages:
they can replace traditional air/gas pilot torches, providing the
diesel or heavy oil is used
they are
(100% waterproof)
or by dirty deposits left onto electrodes by burning processes
they are maintenance free
lower ignition costs and
high adaptability in all kind of burners, even replacing old
traditional ignition devices
they are safer for end users, with no risks of electric shocks.

The main components of the ignition system are:
a
installed in an enclosure box suitable for wall mounting
a
a
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potentially explosive atmospheres (

):

Fixed and portable systems that
can satisfy even the most critical

Fixed and portable systems that
can satisfy even the most critical

Fixed and portable systems that
can satisfy even the most critical
applications for

Standard high energy power packs are suitable to light all gases and light oil
in boilers, furnaces or gas turbines.

115/230 VAC

60 W

235 x 135 x 110 (h) mm
20 sec ON - 40 sec OFF max 3 times

33%

2 sparks / second
data subject to change without notice

Heavy duty high energy power units feature a considerably higher power compared to standard power units, and are able to ignite
diesel and heavy oil directly.
whether a higher power or spark frequency is required.

Heavy Duty
power unit
ATEX
enclosure

Heavy Duty
power unit
in Safe Area
enclosure
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max 10 A

RMS current ~ 4 A (at 24 sparks/sec)

according to spark frequency

750 W (at 24 sparks/sec)

1400 V

+/- 10%

according to spark frequency

max 1 minute ON / min 2 minutes OFF
max 3 subsequent sequences (at 24 sparks/sec)

each spark +/- 10%

24 sparks / second (adjustable on request)
-5°C ÷ +60°C

-30°C *÷ +60°C on request

IP66

other options on request
data subject to change without notice

max 5 A

RMS current ~ 3.5 A (at 4 sparks/sec)

according to spark frequency

350 W (at 4 sparks/sec)

1400 V

+/- 10%
each spark +/- 10%

according to spark frequency

max 15 minute ON / min 3 minutes OFF
max 3 subsequent sequences (at 4 sparks/sec)

4 sparks / second (adjustable on request)
-5°C ÷ +60°C

-30°C *÷ +60°C on request

IP66

other options on request
data subject to change without notice

max 10 A

RMS current ~ 3.15 A (at 6 sparks/sec)

according to spark

550 W (at 6 sparks/sec)

1400 V

+/- 10%
each spark +/- 10%

according to spark frequency

max 3 subsequent sequences (at 6 sparks/sec)

6 sparks / second (adjustable on request)
-5°C ÷ +60°C

-30°C* ÷ +60°C on request

IP66

other options on request
data subject to change without notice

* special execution
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Tesi ignition modules are primarily intended for installation in electrical panels to ignite
.
very long distances, with a power
waterproof performance under all
conditions, which is particularly important in outdoor applications.

of the lenght of the power supply cable.
extremely reliable ignition system

1000 VDC
2 sparks / second
110 W

IP65
Powder Coated Steel
2,5 kg
20 sec ON - 40 sec OFF max 3 times

2 cables 1 m long
12/24 Vdc on request
data subject to change without notice
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Tesi product range includes a broad selection of ignition rods.
The recent and ever increasing demand for direct ignition of main burners led Tesi to develop
a dedicated range
. This range,
allowing to replace pilots, leads also to a considerable reduction in the plants manufacturing
and operational costs.
In order to satisfy this operational need for direct ignition of main burners, Tesi
introduced a selection of special solutions alongside standard devices, that makes
them suitable to ignite directly a wide range of fuels including natural gas, fuel gas,
diesel, light fuel oil (LFO) and heavy fuel oil (HFO):
side or coaxial retractable prenumatic devices protecting tips
to follow the main burner’s angle
guide pipes

Our key strength is the ability to provide
Tesi
is highly appreciated among our customers,
since it allow us to meet their real requirements.
Tesi ignition rods range comes in three main standard diameters: 12 / 14 / 17 mm; length and diameter of the igniter are
customizable, and various accessories are available in order to satisfy any operational need.

The powerful sparks ensure reliable ignition in all conditions and environments,
removing any risks of failure due to contaminants or humidity.

Tesi self-cleaning spark tips guarantee a successful ignition while reducing maintenance

Being spark tips screwed onto the end of the rod, they can be replaced quite easily,
reconditioning the system very quickly and reducing costly downtime.

A wide range of accessories and spare parts on stock can be quickly supplied and allows
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Tesi solid state spark gap circuit feature an innovative technology allowing
need to replace any consumable (gas spark gap).

without the

constant performance throughout
the entire lifetime
longer durability than
a standard gas spark gap

traditional gas pilot torches

Tesi ignition devices include a wide range of pilot burners, available with:
built-in
thermocouples

High reliability
without any risk of failures during start up.

customer requirements.

can be easily disassembled, without
pulling out the entire pilot.
Tesi pilot burners range includes:
Gas pilot burners
Oil pilot burners
Dual fuel pilot burners
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17 mm
1000°C

1400°F

17 mm

17 mm
1000°C

1400°F

17 mm

14 mm
1000°C

1400°F

14 mm

Tesi ignition testing kit allows to perform a complete set of tests to check the correct functioning of retraction devices and
accessories, spark rods and high energy cables.
The testing kit consists of a control panel and a test box in which the sparking components can be tested:

Tesi portable ignition devices are designed to ignite burners without an individual pilot torch or electrode assembly.
They are the best back up solution to solve existing igniters failures or in case of emergency.
Thanks to a solid design and low voltage input, the operator can handle the rod quite easily during maintenance, without any risk
of breaking the insulators and avoiding dangerous electric shocks.

h

12 VDC
1400 VDC
4 sparks/second

IP65
aluminium alloy
344 x 272 x 110 mm
5,7 kg

13.5 VDC

stainless steel
760°C (max 1000°C)

High Energy, easily replaceable
17 mm (12/14 mm on request)
rubber, 150 mm as standard, 90° on request

In case of frequent use, you can leave the charging circuit
connected to the mains power supply (115 / 230VAC), in Not

bend or straight
-20°C ÷ +50°C

cap completely open. Once maximum charge is reached, the
charger will provide an appropriate holding current.
After repositioning the cap and the charging cable, you have
an ignition system always ready for use.
of time or in case of storage, disconnect the battery from
the electronic circuit.
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h

12 VDC
1400 VDC
4 sparks/second
21 W

II2G Ex d IIC T5 IP65
aluminium alloy
355 x 270 x 165 mm
10 kg

13.5 VDC

stainless steel
electrical connection of aluminium alloy
760°C (max 1000°C)

High Energy, easily replaceable
17 mm (12/14 mm on request)
rubber, 150 mm as standard, 90° on request

In case of frequent use, you can leave the charging circuit
connected to the mains power supply (115 / 230VAC), in Not

external silicon rubber
1/2” ISO 7/1 NPT or metric on request

cap completely open. Once maximum charge is reached, the
charger will provide an appropriate holding current.
After repositioning the cap and the charging cable, you have
an ignition system always ready for use.
of time or in case of storage, disconnect the battery from
the electronic circuit.
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Tesi connection cables range includes:

braid (AISI 304). It is high temperature resistant, non combustible, oil resistant,

ATEX areas.

and ignition rod, in order to meet in the best possible way customers operational needs.

smart and
compact retractable device that can be easily mounted on standard ignition rods. This device allows retraction of the spark tip

Pneumatic
Aluminium Cylinder, SS Rod, Viton Seals
(SS cylinder on request)
100 ÷ 500 mm
4-way / Dual Coil (or as required)
IP65 - II2GD Ex d IIC for ATEX execution
Plastic or Aluminium, Factory Wired
IP 65 / NEMA 4
-5 to 70°C (or as required)
2 Needle valves
2 Total, inserted / retracted
IP65 - II2GD Ex i IIC for ATEX execution
data subject to change without notice

With the aim to meet even the most demanding operational requirements, Tesi developed a wide range of accessories and
, including:
insertion switches
90° handles

ball joints
positioning sensors
manual retraction devices
remote push bottons
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